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Abstract 
In this study, the parameters have been developed, characterized by the invisibility level of the message, 

which is embedded in a text environment, and methods which determine the values of these parameters. Also 

a review of the system composition of steganography, which is oriented to the use of text digital environ-

ments. Also included is the concept of semantic vocabulary of digital environments and text messages. Were 

also made analysis methods for implementing messages, depending on the fit of these dictionaries. 

 

 

Introduction 

Use of digital text environments for hiding mes-

sages (Vi), is one of perspective directions in data 

protection sphere. Development of this direction is 

directly linked to use of digital information systems 

for saving and transmitting text data [1, 2]. Meth-

ods of hiding separate messages in digital environ-

ments of various types is widely researched and 

developed in sphere of steganography methods of 

their protection [3]. Those methods are based on 

use of semantic excessiveness which appears in 

reflection of relevant environments in form of per-

ceptible images. Thus, the level of invisibility mes-

sages in digital environments is closely connected 

with the peculiarities of perception of the  

semantic content of the image by the system of 

human perception (SSL) information, represented 

by this type of images. 

Basic Definitions 

Depending on type of image, rendered to user  

by digital media, SSL in one or another way uses 

different data perception organs and various mech-

anisms of transformation of those data into infor-

mation, which we will call interpretational trans-

formations, formally written down as: 

    ii
j

i qdFxj ,  (1) 

 

where: j(xi) – interpretational description of data di, 

which are represented in image like qi. Interpreta-

tional description we will represent in text form. It 

is common to distinguish following types of digital 

images: graphical, audio, text, numeric etc. Other 

image types which can be formed in digital repre-

sentation systems, are derivative from mentioned 

above basic types, as an example could be multi-

media images which generally are the synthesis 

audio and graphics images, animation images, 

which are dynamic form of images, and so on [4]. 

In this case we will review text digital images. 

Thus we introduce the definition of the parameters, 

helping to create a basic definition of invisibility 

level or the level of covering the message in the 

digital text environment (TCS), which we call the 

confidentiality level (u) messages in TCS. Level of 

confidentiality of the message in the text environ-

ment is determined by the following parameters: 

 visibility level (); 

 recognition level (); 

 forecast level (); 

 audible sensitivity (ϰ). 

Definition 1. Level of visibility  of hidden 

message in text representation of some image (TO), 

is defined by the level of recognition of semantic 

nature TO, describing hidden message in the envi-
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ronment of representation of relevant text fragment 

mti as text image toi. 

Level  means the possibility of detection of 

representation of semantics of hidden message dur-

ing perception SSL of open text by user. An exam-

ple, illustrating this parameter could be recognized 

in text environment of some words of hidden mes-

sage. Formally, this level is defined by the follow-

ing correlation: 

      
k

j j

m

i iiii yyxy
11 1 /,,  (2) 

where:  – proportional coefficient, xi – word from 

hidden message, m  – size of hidden message, yi – 

word of open text image, k – number of words in 

TO, i – function, defining level of semantic coher-

ence of word xi and neighbor words yi–1 and yi from 

TO. 

Definition 2. Level of recognition  defines  

level of detection of graphical anomalies in TO, 

which is caused by introduction of messages. 

Level  means the possibility of detection of 

text anomalies in TO, which is caused by introduc-

tion of Vi in TO. Such anomalies can show them-

selves in following. Each TO is formed according 

to grammar rules of language i (x1, , xn), which is 

used to form TO. Each i (i) defines some structure 

of corresponding text and other peculiarities of 

forming texts in selected language. Corresponding 

anomalies can be of following types: 

 structural grammar anomalies (a

); 

 dictionary language anomalies (a
C
); 

 semantic excessiveness (a
S
); 

 phonetic anomaly (a
F
). 

Anomaly a

 appears when structure of fragment 

in TO does not correspond to any structure, pro-

vided by grammar i (x1, , xn). Such value is  

defined by difference of sequence of use of words xi 

with some grammatical factors from sequence, 

defined by grammar i (x1, , xn). Value of a

  

parameter is defined by number of violations in 

structure mti with TO according to correlation: 

      
m

i iiii xxTOa
1 1,  (3) 

where: 
 is a coefficient of coherence of value a


, 

i (xi, xi+1) – element of structural anomaly, which 

exists between neighbor symbols xi and xi+1 in 

fragment mti  TO. 

Dictionary anomaly a
C
 means use of words in 

TO, which are not common for corresponding plot 

type TOi. As an example of plot type TOi could be 

text description of technical object, other type could 

be description of landscape etc. A dictionary of 

anomaly concerns key words. For its detection are 

used thematic thesauruses (Tzi). Value a
C
 is defined 

by the following correlation: 

 m
i

CCa 1 ℸ k
ix  (4) 

where:  C
 – coefficient of correlation of value a

C
. 

Semantic excessiveness a
S
 appears in case when 

in mti  TO is used xi with near, or equal semantic 

values  Z
(xi

k
). Value a

S
 depends on number of 

words, used in mti, which are semantically exces-

sive. Formally, this value is defined by the follow-

ing correlation: 

         















1

1
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m

i

SSZ
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  (5) 

where:  Z
 – affordable threshold of differences 

between  Z
(xi) and  Z

(xi+1), while xi and xi+1 are 

accepted as semantically excessive to each other. 

a
F
 is a phonetic anomaly mostly related to  

parameter of audible sensitivity. So, a
F
 we will  

link to parameter ϰ. As an example of visible the 

phonetic anomaly could be poetic form of descrip-

tion of text fragment mti  TO. 

Definition 3. Level of audible sensitivity ϰ(i) is 

defined by the level of phonetic coherence of sepa-

rate phrases i, or sentences i, which relate to one 

fragment of text from text image, or whole text TO. 

Level of audible sensitivity, by its nature, is de-

fined by the level of coherence of sequential pairs 

of words, which is ensured by use of corresponding 

endings of the first word xi of words pair xi  xi+1 

and use, if necessary, of appropriate preposition in 

xi+1. Level of audible sensitivity ϰ gets its maxi-

mum value, if in framework of separate mti  TO is 

implemented such coherence, which allows to cor-

responding fragment to have rhyme. Level ϰ is 

formed according to requirements of orthography 

of relevant grammar i (x1,,xn,1,,m). This pa-

rameter is basic in case of text analysis, which is 

audibly perceived or when we talk about analysis of 

language sounds, during insonification of corre-

sponding TO. In that case we will limit ourselves 

by texts, displayed by visual electronic devices. 

Definition 4. Level of predictability of current 

phrases, or fragments of text  (i, i+1) is defined 

by the level of interpretational equality of two  

sequent or current phrases. 

Formally, value  (i, i+1) can be determined 

according to the following correlation: 

         


 
m
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1
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where: ai 
j
(j) – separate word ai from text represen-

tation of interpretational definition of phrase j, 

which is written down as j(j) = ai1aim. Obvi-

ously, parameter of such type can be reviewed also 

at the level of key phrases, if in framework of cor-

responding steganography system is used semantic 

dictionary SC [5]. 

Value of parameter (i, i+1) for TO, in general, 

can vary in preset boundaries. Relatively to the text 

in general, parameter (TO) defines text stylistics. 

Methods of hidden messages embedding 
into text environment 

Widely spread methods of embedding of Vi into 

TO are methods that use text structure [6, 7]. These 

include methods depend on text editors and meth-

ods do not depend on them. An example of the first 

type may be the method of using one or any num-

ber of spaces between words, or some other special 

character, supported by the editors. The semantic 

value of such characters is mostly minimal. For the 

methods of the second type are: 

 hidden message consists of words, existing in 

text, but those words are used from definite po-

sitions in preset sequence. 

Let’s review method of message hiding, based 

on use of parameters ,  and , which we will call 

the semantic secrecy level (SMU). 

As far as hiding is performed based on the pa-

rameter that characterizes the semantic anomalies, 

which in some semantic correspondence between 

the separate words of text, based on parameter 

characterized the level of consistency from the 

point of view of the requirements of grammar to the 

parameter that characterizes the predictability of the 

following words or phrases in the message, then 

according to relevant parameters should set their 

thresholds limiting the modification of fragments of 

text. All mentioned parameters characterize seman-

tics of text, to which message is being embedded 

and also semantics of message text. This methodic 

can be implemented in framework of following 

conditions. 

Condition 1. Semantics of text environment 

should mostly match semantics of the message. 

Condition 2. Semantic method should be based 

on use of semantic dictionaries. 

The first condition is typical for steganography  

systems, orientated on use of digital environments 

of various types, because it supposes selection of 

digital environment, which would best fit for em-

bedding the message in it. For example, in case of 

steganography systems, orientated on use of graph-

ical digital environments, is solved task of selection 

of most suitable environment from the point of 

view of distortions of invisibility [8, 9]. In those 

cases sign of suitability of the environment is not 

connected to semantics of the message. To avoid 

necessity of fulfillment of condition 1 of embed-

ding of Vi into text digital environment (TCS), we 

can use the following approaches: 

 input separate syllables of Vi, during embedding 

of Vi into TCS; 

 use semantic dictionaries SC(Vi) and SC(TCSi) 

and semantic parameters of coherence of sepa-

rate words in framework of a sentence. 

The first approach is quite complex and we will 

not review it. The second approach can be imple-

mented by method, based on use of accepted  

parameters, except ϰ. Corresponding approach to 

hiding of Vi in TCS will be called to semantic 

method, or SMU. 

Implementation of semantic method of 
hiding message in digital text environment 

Implementation of a semantic method of hiding 

of Vi in TCS needs to be performed in framework of 

separate steganography system, which should con-

tain the following components: 

 semantic dictionary SC of selected TCS, which 

we will call SC
TCS

; 

 semantic dictionary SC for Vi, which we will call 

SC
V
; 

 parameters of words selection, for implementa-

tion of Vi; 

 means of selection of words from TCS, for iden-

tification of them as current word from Vi, or for 

replacement of it by the current word from Vi. 

Semantic dictionary SC
TCS

 is formed basing on 

text from TCS and functionally orientated thesaurus 

or encyclopedia. As in the Internet exist relevant 

thesauruses then in framework of semantic ste-

ganography system (SSS) is implemented software, 

which forms SC
TCS

 according to basic words in TCS 

[10, 11]. The key words are all that are not com-

plementary or services in the relevant grammar. 

Text descriptions in SC
TCS

 are normalized and  

are by their nature thesauruses of corresponding 

TCS. Normalization of text descriptions in SC
TCS

  

is implemented basing on use of normalization  

rules, extending the corresponding grammar 

i (x1,...,xn,1,...,m,1
N
,...k

N
), where i

N
 – is normali-

zation rule. An example of such rule could be re-

placement of synonym to basic word, or exclusion 

of word from description of word xi, or from j(xi), 
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which is semantically excessive etc. Process of 

normalization is described by following correlation: 

   N
k

N
i

NTCS
C FS  ,,1   

where: F
N
 is a function of use of i

N
 in selected 

fragment from j(xi). Basing on analysis of SC
TCS

 is 

set importance of  
Z
(xi) for each key word xi from 

TCS. In framework of each phrase is set the range 

of change of function of semantic controversy be-

tween sequent words (xi  xi+1). The sequences con-

sist of words of the same grammar type, example of 

which are subjects, verbs, adjectives etc. But this 

does not mean that sequences of words do form 

separate phrases according to grammar i (x1,...,xn, 

1,...,m). 

If words from TCS are used in Vi and, respec-

tively are located in SC
TCS

, then embedding of Vi in 

TCS is implemented at the level of use of words 

from TCS. Unlike steganography systems, which 

use, for example, graphical environment, in which 

embedding is performed by modification of digital 

element of image with the aim to embed message 

data, in steganography system using TCS modifica-

tion of environment is not performed, but are used 

words to form Vi, which is located in TCS. If sub-

ject areas W(Vi) and W(TCS) differ to such level, 

that their total word reserve does not much to such 

level that Vi cannot be modified so that word re-

serves of W(Vi) and W(TCS) match, then for im-

plementation of Vi into TCS are used rules of selec-

tion of words in environment of TCS for their 

replacement to words from Vi. To such rules belong 

rules of construction of phrases and sentences i, 

which are in i (x1,...,xn,1,...,m,1
N
,...,k

N
). During 

that, values of parameters , ,  are used as crite-

ria for selection of words from TCS. For the case, 

when W(Vi) and W(TCS) are different, is introduced 

concept of semantic similarity between Vi and TCS 

at the level of separate words xi
V
 and xi

TCS
. 

Definition 5. Semantic similarity  
(xi

V
, xi

TCS
) is 

defined by the level of similarity j(xi
V
) and j(xi

TCS
) 

with SC
TCS

 and SC
V
, which is formally described by 

following correlation: 

       


mk

ji ji

mk

i

TCS
j

V
i

TCS
i

V
i sgaasgxx

,

, ,

,

1
,   

where: k, m – is a number of words in j(xi
V
) and 

j(xi
TCS

), respectively, ai
V
  j(xi

V
), aj

TCS
  j(xi

TCS
) and 

takes place following correlation: 
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If [ 
(xi

V
, xi

TCS
) = k] & [k = m], then xi

V
 and  

xi
TCS

 are complete synonyms. If takes place 

[ 
(xi

V
, xi

TCS
) = k]&[k > m], then xi

V
 is a dominating 

synonym, which we will write down as sd(xi
V
). If 

takes place [ 
(xi

V
, xi

TCS
) = k] & [k < m], then xi

V
 is 

called incomplete synonym and is written down as 

sn(xi
V
). If takes place [ 

(xi
V
, xi

TCS
)  k] & [k  m], 

then xi
V
 is called a close synonym and is written 

down as sb(xi
V
). During use of sn(xi

V
) and sb(xi

V
) 

takes place substitution of words from TCS by the 

words from Vi, and selection of words from TCS, 

for their replacement is implemented using parame-

ters , ,  і . 

Conclusions 

Use of the mentioned in this work parameters, 

characterizing SSS enabled embedding text Vi into 

TCS with preset level of its secrecy or invisibility. 

As far as TCS is a totality of defined according to 

relevant standards codes, then modification of those 

codes can lead only to distortion of a separate sym-

bol and for its substitution by another one [12]. 

This happens because symbol codes are not exces-

sive and their modification leads to invisibility of 

corresponding symbol. 

Are reviewed cases, when dictionary of the mes-

sage is embedded into dictionary of TCS, or 

SC
V
  SC

TCS
 and then the message is being embed-

ded by selection in TCS text of word sequence in 

predefined places, if there is more than one same 

word there. Obviously, during this may not be ful-

filled condition of harmonization between words in 

Vi, required by grammar i (x1,...,xn,1,...,m,1
N
,..., 

k
N
). If the absence of such harmonization does not 

distort semantics of Vi, then embedding is complete. 

If SC
V
 partially match or totally mismatch SC

TCS
, 

then in TCS is implemented substitution of fords 

from TCS to Vi. Such substitution is implemented 

basing on use of parameters , ,  and , for 

which are set allowable values. Words from TCS, 

for their substitution by words from Vi, are selected 

in such way, that rules of construction of sentences 

and phrases, defined by grammar i (x1,...,xn,1,..., 

m,1
N
,...,k

N
) are executed with accuracy, defined by 

values of given parameters. 

For extraction of the message, hidden with SSS, 

is used a session key, which is sequence of words in 

TCS, which form Vi. Such key is passed to recipient 

via separate protected channel, such key can be 

encrypted with one of cryptographic algorithms.  
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